SPACE FREQUENCY COORDINATION GROUP
(S F C G)

Administrative Resolutions

Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A2-1R5
DATE AND PLACE OF SFCG MEETINGS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that each SFCG meeting will be held at the invitation of one of its members in a
location convenient to the host;

b)

that travel costs in connection with SFCG meetings should be kept within reasonable
limits to facilitate attendance by as many members as possible;

RESOLVES
1.
that venues for SFCG meetings be selected in such a way as to facilitate equitable
access for all Members and Observers, while at the same time attempting to keep
travel cost within reasonable limits;
2.

that the dates of SFCG meetings should be convenient to the host and should avoid
other known spectrum management meetings as much as practicable.

___________________________________________________________________________
15 July, 2010
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Resolution SFCG A2-2R1
LANGUAGE OF THE SFCG
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the use of more than one language in the conduct of its meetings and in its
documentation would unduly complicate matters;

b)

that the use of more than one language would result in considerable cost, particularly to
the hosts of SFCG meetings,

RESOLVES
1.

that English will be the official language for the conduct of its meetings and its
documentation;

2.

that members wishing to avail themselves of translation services. either at meetings or for
documentation, are free to do so at their own expense.

________________________________________________________________________________
16 May, 1988
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Resolution SFCG A2-3R9
SFCG DOCUMENTATION
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that a concise record is required to reflect the deliberations and decisions of the
Group;

b)

that an organized procedure for input and output documentation will increase the
efficient conduct of meetings;

c)

that it is nevertheless desirable to minimize documentation formality in order to
maintain the flexibility of the Group's proceedings;

d)

that it may be necessary to formally transmit information to other entities;

RESOLVES
1.

that SFCG input documents will be submitted in the form of:
-

discussion documents (including liaison statements from outside entities)
information documents
coordination documents

2.

that discussion documents are to be provided as background for formal discussion and
decision-making by the Group, but will not be formally approved by the meeting (see
also the most recent version of SFCG RES A19-1);

3.

that information documents are to be provided for the use of SFCG members in the
conduct of their work and will be noted in the record of the meeting, but will neither
be discussed formally nor approved by the meeting (see also the most recent version
of SFCG RES A19-1);

4.

that coordination documents are to be provided by SFCG Member Agencies on their
future mission plans for the purpose of exchanging mission information to facilitate
informal coordinations with other Member Agencies (see also the most recent version
of RES SFCG A19-1);

__________________________________________________________________________
15 July 2010
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5.

that new or revised Resolutions and Recommendations which are proposed for SFCG
approval will be submitted as part of discussion documents;

6.

that SFCG output documents will generally be written in the form of:
-

Administrative Resolutions, governing the functioning and operation of the
SFCG;

-

Resolutions, for actions to be taken within SFCG;

-

Recommendations, for action proposed by SFCG to be taken by member
agencies or other outside bodies;

-

Liaison statements for formal transmission of information to other entities;

-

Action Items, to describe needed work and to assign responsibility for the
conduct of that work in the interval between SFCG meetings (see the most
recent version of RES SFCG A8-4).

-

Reports, based on outputs from Action Items, for providing detailed
information on issues of concern to the SFCG;

-

Decisions, for documenting the results of deliberations, e.g. on requests for
waivers to SFCG Recommendations, (see the most recent version of RES
SFCG A10-1), or on other issues, which would not warrant the formulation of
a RES A, RES or REC;

7.

that Recommendations and Resolutions will be published on the SFCG Website* and
will be reviewed at SFCG meetings in accordance with the provisions of the most
recent version of RES SFCG A11-1;

8.

that Reports based on output documentation from SFCG Action Items will be
published on the SFCG Website*;

9.

that the text of new Decisions and Liaison Statements will be published in the minutes
of the meeting at which they were adopted, as well as a list of earlier Decisions and
Liaison Statements that have been reviewed and remain in force;

10.

that Action Items will be published in the minutes of the meeting at which they were
adopted, and will be reviewed be the subsequent meeting for further disposition

11.

that the minutes and Action Items for each SFCG meeting will be posted on the SFCG
Website* solely for the use of SFCG members.
__________________
* URL: www.sfcgonline.org

__________________________________________________________________________
15 July 2010
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Resolution SFCG A3-1R3
ADMISSION OF NEW SFCG MEMBERS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
that other space agencies may wish to join SFCG;
RESOLVES
1.

2.

that any national or international space agency which is interested in the cooperative
development of recommendations for frequency management matters in the support of
those services in Resolution SFCG A6-1R2, or applications thereof, may become a member
of SFCG;
−

by submitting a request for membership to the Executive Secretary, with
subsequent approval by the Group, or

−

by accepting an invitation from the SFCG, via its Executive Secretary, or

−

by participating in an SFCG meeting as a guest of an existing member,
requesting membership at that meeting, and receiving the agreement of the
meeting participants.

that membership takes effect from the closure of the SFCG meeting at which it was
granted.

_______________________________________________________________________________
28 September 2006
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Resolution SFCG A6-1R2
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE SPACE FREQUENCY
COORDINATION GROUP (SFCG)
The SFCG,
NOTING
i)

the letter of the Director General of the European Space Agency (ESA) of 16 January,
1980 in which he proposed the creation of SFCG and accepted that ESA provide the
permanent Secretariat;

ii)

the importance of periodically updating its Terms of Reference;

CONSIDERING
a)

that the Group has successfully conducted annual meetings since 1980;

b)

that the Terms of Reference are updated periodically to maintain current relevance;

RESOLVES
To establish the following Terms of Reference:
SFCG provides a forum for multilateral discussion and coordination of spectrum matters of
mutual interest concerning, in particular, the following space radiocommunication services, as
defined in the ITU Radio Regulations:
Space research
Space operations
Earth exploration-satellite
Meteorological-satellite
________________________________________________________________________________
16 November, 2000
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Inter-satellite
Radionavigation-satellite
Radio astronomy and radar astronomy, to the extent that they are relevant to spacecraft
missions,
The agreed upon results of SFCG work will be expressed in the form of Resolutions,
Recommendations, Reports, or whatever form may be appropriate for the case. SFCG members
will attempt to ensure that findings of SFCG are taken into account by their agencies.
SFCG will:
−

facilitate early understanding of present and future plans for space systems and services and
of other systems affecting these;

−

identify problem areas and coordination needs, and study potential solutions associated
therewith;

−

identify issues and policy matters relating to the future orderly use of the frequency bands
allocated to respective space radiocommunication services;

−

suggest courses of action to be taken by SFCG member agencies with regard to current and
future frequency needs of the space radiocommunications services identified above,

−

identify those matters for which member agencies should facilitate contributions to regional
bodies (e.g., APT, CEPT, CITEL), ITU-R Study Groups; or to encourage their
administrations to make proposals to ITU WRCs;

−

closely cooperate in the area of frequency management with other space agencies as well as
with commercial or research users of frequency bands allocated to the services identified
above;

−

consider any other items of technical, operational, or administrative nature which affect the
interests of the Group; and

−

maintain strong ties with other international bodies with related objectives.

DECIDES
to accept ESA’s offer to provide the permanent Secretariat of the SFCG.

________________________________________________________________________________
16 November, 2000
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Resolution SFCG A8-1R1
INTERSESSIONAL WORKING GROUPS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the agenda for a given meeting may contain one or more very complex issues of an
urgent nature;

b)

that there is a need to restrict the duration of each meeting in order to minimize the financial
burden on hosts as well as attending member agencies;

c)

that, consequently, there is an occasional, exceptional need for concentrated effort requiring
interaction of members during the period between meetings (the intersessional period);

RECOGNIZING
that it is preferable, whenever practicable, to consider issues within the annual SFCG
meetings;
RESOLVES
1.

to create, exceptionally, Intersessional Working Groups (IWGs), working between
meetings, to deal with major issues of a- longer term nature (more than the period between
two consecutive SFCG meetings) that cannot feasibly be completed through the annual
SFCG meeting process;

2.

to name each IWG in a manner which identifies its area of interest and to provide, by
means of a Resolution, the terms of reference of each such group;
__________________________________________________________________________

25 September, 2003
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3.

to assign tasks to each IWG by means of questions and/or action items to be accomplished
during the intersessional period;

4.

to appoint a chairman or coordinator for each IWG;

5.

to consider the work accomplished during the intersessional period, and to assign further
tasks if necessary, at a subsequent SFCG meeting.

__________________________________________________________________________
25 September, 2003
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Resolution SFCG A8-4R3
ACTION ITEMS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that a decision taken by SFCG sometimes requires subsequent action by one or
more members:

b)

that the effective and timely accomplishment of this action is assisted by a specific
description of the task(s), identification of a responsible individual, and
establishment of a suitable timetable;

c)

that a method of documenting, reviewing, reporting, and completing or terminating
each action is helpful, and

d)

that such actions are commonly referred to as Action Items, the action called for
should be conducted between two meetings;

e)

that a timely response to the action items is vital to the progress of work in the
SFCG;

RESOLVES
1.

to establish Action Items when appropriate to work specific to the SFCG;

2.

to record the establishment of Action Items by means of serial-numbered SFCG
documents called Action Items;

3.

to include in each Action Item document a description of the action to be taken, the
timetable for work to be done, and the name of the responsible individual who is
charged with the accomplishment of the Action Item;

4.

that final disposition of action items should include needed proposals for
subsequent Resolutions, Recommendations, Reports, or other actions;

5.

that each Action Item will be reviewed at the SFCG meeting following the meeting
at which it was established

___________________________________________________________________________
15 July, 2010
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Resolution SFCG A10-1R1
WAIVERS TO SFCG RECOMMENDATIONS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that its Recommendations are aimed at harmonizing and optimizing the use of frequency
bands allocated to space radiocommunication services of concern to it;

b)

that waivers to these Recommendations may weaken or jeopardize this goal;

c)

that there may, however, exist exceptional circumstances under which a member agency
may need to request a waiver to the application of a particular Recommendation;

RESOLVES
1.

that request for waivers to the application of SFCG Recommendations shall be limited to
exceptional circumstances;

2.

that requests for waivers shall be submitted to member agencies for their consideration,
accompanied by a comprehensive technical note explaining the rationale for the request;

3.

that, when a decision is not required before the next SFCG meeting, such waiver may be
granted by agreement of member agencies attending the meeting,
or,
when a decision is required before the next SFCG meeting, the requesting agency will
propose a decision date, and the waiver will be granted if no objection to the proposed
decision date or waiver is received by the SFCG secretariat from any member agency on or
before the decision date;

4.

that the SFCG may impose technical and/or operational constraints as a prerequisite for
granting the waiver.

24 April, 1991
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5.

that the SFCG will document the result of its deliberations on a request for a waiver in the
form of a Decision. This Decision will be annexed to the minutes of the meeting at which
the deliberations took place, or, if they were carried out by correspondence, to the minutes
of the subsequent SFCG meeting. Decisions will not be included in the SFCG Handbook.

24 April, 1991
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Resolution SFCG A11-1R3
ADOPTION AND REVISION OF SFCG RECOMMENDATIONS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that SFCG recommendations are the authoritative expression of agreements between
SFCG members;

b)

that these recommendations are also referred to and acted upon by agencies not belonging
to SFCG;

c)

that premature adoption and publication of SFCG recommendations can result in the need
for subsequent revision;

d)

that frequent revision of recommendations can reduce their effectiveness and the
credibility of action by SFCG;

e)

that the urgency of adopting a new recommendation should not preclude refinement of the
of the text to be finally adopted and published;

RESOLVES
1.

that a draft new recommendation which is submitted to an SFCG meeting for
consideration, together with its supporting rationale (cf. Resolution SFCG A2-3), may be
adopted by attending member agencies;

2.

that the initial adoption of a draft new recommendation shall be on a provisional basis;

3.

that each provisional recommendation shall be re-examined at the next SFCG meeting for
final adoption or, based on inputs in accordance with ‘resolves 8' of Resolution SFCG
A19-1, for other action;

4.

that provisional recommendations shall be included in the Handbook of the SFCG, clearly
identified as provisional;

5.

that member agencies may, with suitable care, refer to and make use of provisional
recommendations prior to their final adoption;

______________________________________________________________________________
10 November, 2020
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6.

that a proposed revision of an existing recommendation, or a provisional recommendation,
shall be submitted together with supporting rationale (cf. Resolution SFCG A2-3) within
the time limits set by ‘resolves 8' of Resolution SFCG A19-1, and may be adopted by
attending member agencies without further review;

7.

that only Recommendations for which modification proposals in accordance with resolves
6 above were received, shall be reviewed at SFCG meetings. 1

Amendments consequential to ITU-R action, such as WRCs or Study Group decisions, may be introduced
without supporting rationale.

______________________________________________________________________________
10 November, 2020
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Resolution SFCG A12-1R3
ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR INTER-AGENCY
FREQUENCY COORDINATION
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the increasing congestion of frequency bands allocated to the space science
services calls for an efficient coordination procedure to facilitate individual
frequency assignments and to reduce the potential for mutual interference;

b)

that the coordination procedure contained in Article 9 of the ITU Radio Regulations
does not always provide the desirable flexibility to facilitate inter-agency
coordination of frequency assignments;

c)

that member agencies could make use of the methods contained in the annex to this
Resolution to coordinate frequency utilization which may not be readily applicable in
Article 9 of the Radio Regulations;

d)

that some member agencies, for many years, have used with great success interagency procedures to facilitate coordination of frequency assignments;

e)

that the principles underlying these procedures have found to be effective and may
also prove useful in inter-agency coordination of frequency assignments among
member agencies in general;

f)

that inter-agency coordination based on a format common to member agencies will
ease the application of the procedural methods;

g)

that nevertheless the provisions of Article 9 of the Radio Regulations provides the
formal coordination mechanism to be used between administrations when applicable;

RESOLVES
1.

that those member agencies wishing to undertake inter-agency frequency
coordination with other member agencies give due consideration to the use of the
procedures contained in the annexed SFCG Manual of Procedures for Inter-Agency
Frequency Coordination as a template for development of bilateral and/or
multilateral agreements;

___________________________________________________________________________
23 September, 2008
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2.

that member agencies involved in coordination utilize the SFCG database and
provide updated information, if appropriate;

3.

that pre-coordination of a system may begin before that system is entered in the
SFCG database;

4.

that a member agency will consider a final coordination request from another agency
when that agency has entered necessary technical data in the SFCG database for
coordination to proceed based on that technical data. 1

This information will include orbit type, altitude, inclination, eccentricity, and if sun-synchronous, sun
angle, all earth stations’ latitudes and longitudes, all carriers’ frequencies, bandwidth, transmit power,
power spectral density, transmit antenna gain, and system point of contact name and email.

___________________________________________________________________________
23 September, 2008
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SFCG MANUAL OF PROCEDURES FOR
INTER-AGENCY FREQUENCY COORDINATION

___________________________________________________________________________
23 September, 2008
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1.

PURPOSE

Member Agencies of the SFCG share certain radio frequency bands allocated to space services of
common interest to these Agencies. As a consequence of this, it is essential that advance planning
and post-launch operational coordination be carried out by these Agencies with a view to minimize
radio spectrum interference between their missions.
This manual defines a method and execution of Inter-Agency frequency coordination that may be
considered among consenting SFCG member agencies.

2.

SCOPE

This Manual defines coordination activities associated with the use by SFCG Member Agencies of
the relevant frequency bands allocated to Earth-to- Space, Space-to-Earth or Space-to-Space radiocommunications in the Radio Regulations of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU),
supplemented by SFCG Recommendations, where applicable.
These activities will basically consist of advance planning and operational coordination with
respect to the use of relevant frequency bands by SFCG member agency missions and earth stations
or by programs in which these Agencies participate. Consideration will also be given to other
frequency bands when unwanted emissions are likely to occur.

3.

PROCEDURAL APPROACH

3.1

Advance Planning Phase
The discovery of radio interference between active space missions or a potential interference
condition in a finalized mission design may result in burdensome emergency solutions
involving costly engineering changes and/or constraints on mission operations and
objectives.
The initiation of advance planning of frequency use at the very early stages of a mission
design is motivated by recognition of the following facts:
-

The mutual coordination of frequency use is, by its very nature, rather timeconsuming.

-

The implementation of design modification that may be required in the course of
the coordination procedure becomes increasingly more difficult as the project
advances through its design and qualification stages.

Consequently, even very preliminary information made available during the early phases of
mission design can be most helpful in identifying potential areas where frequency conflicts
may occur. This can lead to joint remedial action by the Agencies concerned to affect
minimum cost and inconvenience to the Projects concerned.

___________________________________________________________________________
23 September, 2008
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3.1.1 Description of Responsibilities
In order to carry out advance planning of frequency utilization during the preparation for,
and conducting of, multiple simultaneous flight missions, the Agencies will assume the
following responsibilities:
A.

Identify, at the earliest possible stage of system design development, space
missions susceptible to interference from, or likely to cause interference to the
other Agency's space operations.

B.

At the earliest possible stage, provide to the other Agency information about
proposed use of frequencies in, or adjacent to, the space service frequency bands.
C.

In the event that a potentially serious conflict is identified, the Agency
discovering the conflict will identify areas which can facilitate coordination
between the Agencies and notify the other Agency of relevant information

Resolution of interference cases, following the conclusion of advance planning phase
specified in paragraph 3.1.3, will, at the same time, meet the technical information
requirements of the official frequency coordination procedures (when applicable) set forth in
the appropriate sections of Article 9 of the ITU Radio Regulations.
Consequently, the activities carried out between the Agencies during the advance planning
phase will greatly facilitate - and thereby shorten - the official coordination in accordance
with Article 9, Section II of the ITU Radio Regulations (when applicable). It can, however,
not replace the formal (administrative) exchange of information required by said provision
between the Radio Regulatory Authorities, responsible for the notification of the respective
satellites.
3.1.2 Interfaces
The interfaces in the Agencies, for the activities carried out in the advance planning phase are
listed in Table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1
INTERFACES FOR THE ADVANCE PLANNING PHASE
Agency:
Network:
Name of Contact:
Function:
Address:
Phone:

___________________________________________________________________________
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Fax:
Telex:

3.1.3 Advance Planning Procedure

The following procedure defines the framework within which the advance planning of
frequency use will be carried out. The procedure for advance planning of frequency use is also
outlined in a flow diagram (Annex 1, Figure 3.1). Deadlines for completion of the various
tasks are indicated as a guideline. However, personnel with authority to conduct the indicated
tasks are invited to make every effort to reduce the overall duration of the procedure.
Step 1:

Initial Announcement of Intended Use of Frequency Bands
Objective: Initiation of procedure for advance planning phase
Responsibility: Agency A (announcing Agency)
The preliminary exchange of mission information prior to, or during the mission
definition phases should take place at the earliest possible time even though some
of the required information may be tentative or incomplete. Tentative or
incomplete information should be clearly identified in the preliminary exchange of
information.
Agencies will exchange, as soon as available and if possible, at least three (3)
years prior to the scheduled launch date, summary-type information on mission
design, mission objectives, trajectory/orbit data, scheduled launch time, mission
lifetime 2. Frequency information should include the allocated frequency bands
that will be used, the planned centre frequencies, and occupied bandwidths. To
expedite the coordination procedure, alternative frequency bands should be
included whenever possible.

Step 2:

Preliminary Assessment of Potential Interference
Objective: Request for identification of interference
potentials
Responsibility: Agency B

2 The data set for preliminary examination of potential interference is described in Section 6.1.

___________________________________________________________________________
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Upon receipt of the preliminary coordination data forwarded by the announcing
Agency (Agency A), the recipient Agency (Agency B) will promptly (preferably
within one week) acknowledge receipt and proceed to examine the material with
regard to interference which is likely to be caused to, or by, its missions and/or the
services rendered by its networks(s) in operation.
Within approximately one month from the acknowledged date of receipt of the
coordination data, the recipient Agency should notify the announcing Agency of
its preliminary assessment on interference potentials. If a preliminary assessment
is not possible, the recipient Agency should indicate the reasons and suggest
remedies that would allow assessment to proceed. The announcing Agency will
acknowledge receipt (preferably within one week) of this preliminary assessment
of interference potentials and provide a response to the other Agency within a
period of 1 month regarding the preliminary assessment .
Within the framework of pre-flight planning and mission analysis, the information
exchanged may include, but not be limited to, the following:
-

Provision of relevant trajectory/orbit and telecommunication link
specifications for those missions which have been identified as susceptible
to interference from, or to be sources of interference to, space operations of
the other Agency. This information will consist as a minimum of that
required in Appendix 4 of the Radio Regulations.

-

Analysis and prediction of the extent of Interference to the discovering
Agency's space operations.

-

Performance of simulations and/or ground tests, if required and feasible, to
determine the susceptibility to interference conditions of the mission
operations system.

-

Definition of critical operational phases for those missions which have been
identified as being susceptible to interference.
Development, jointly with the other Agency, of criteria for temporarily
turning off telecommunications links, or other measures for avoiding
interference.

-

Step 3:

Detailed Examination of Potential Interference
(if required)
Objective: Joint in-depth investigation of potential interference
Responsibility: Agencies A and B
The Detailed Examination is to be performed simultaneously by the Agencies
concerned for all missions identified as having interference potential. Since this
work requires additional resources and support from numerous internal
organizations, the following procedure will be followed:

A.

If more than two missions (i.e. one "mission pair") are involved in an interference

___________________________________________________________________________
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case, it may be advisable to develop a cross-reference matrix containing the
Agency A and B mission pairs which are identified in Step 2 as having
interference potentials. It is left to the mutual decision of the agencies involved to
develop such a matrix.
B.

The matrix should identify those missions requiring priority analysis together with
the completion dates.
C. After priorities for the Detailed Examination have been mutually
established, a detailed analysis of the high priority mission pair will be initiated by
the agency that suspects interference will be experienced from the other agencies
transmitters. For example, if Agency B suspects potential interference from
signals radiated by the proposed transmitters of Agency A, Agency B will perform
the Detailed Examination of the interference potential. Agency B will request the
baseline information contained in Data Set Specifications for Advance Planning of
Frequency Use as outlined in Section 6 of this document. This information will be
provided by the suspected interferer Agency.
The Data Set will be furnished by Agency A within approximately one month and
Agency B should complete the detailed examination within a period of two
months. The result of this examination will be forwarded to Agency A for
concurrence of the findings. This concurrence should be provided within one
month after the receipt of the Detailed Examination.
The anticipated rate and duration of potential interference occurrences should be
estimated for the period between the scheduled launch of the new mission to the
end of its normal mission lifetime. However, in order to accommodate possible
launch delays and/or extensions of the mission lifetime, the end date of the normal
mission lifetime should be appropriately extended for the purpose of interference
avoidance planning.

Step 4:

Joint Analysis and/or Test/Simulations (if required)
Objective: Joint attempt to identify solution(s) of interference problem
Responsibility: Agencies A and B

In case Agency B, in Step 3, had not succeeded in resolving the interference problem, but regards as
beneficial joint analysis and/or tests/simulations with A, it shall inform the latter within two weeks of
its intent to initiate Step 4. This announcement shall, if possible, already include a technical outline
for the proposed joint analysis and/or test/simulations program.
Step 5:

Initiation of Remedial Action (if required)
Objective: Implementation of solutions to interference problems
Responsibility: Agency A and/or B
If the results of Step 4 have established the existence of unacceptable interference,

___________________________________________________________________________
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the Agencies will jointly determine whether there are feasible engineering or
procedural solutions for solving or reducing the problem. Any mutually
acceptable engineering solution(s) will be implemented immediately. In the
absence of engineering solutions, the Agencies concerned will determine whether
post launch operational procedures can be adequately coordinated or modified to
alleviate the interference problem.
If adequate post-launch operations coordination can alleviate the interference
problem the Agencies concerned will apply the general operations coordination
procedures, called up in 3.2.3. They will jointly develop mission- specific
operations coordination procedures, to be implemented for post-launch operations.
The responsibility for the development and implementation of these operationsrelated activities rests with the offices identified in Table 3.2. The offices
identified in Table 3.1 will be kept informed on the progress made in the
development of the mission-specific operations procedures.

3.2
3.2.1

Post-Launch Operations Phase
Description of Activities
In all cases in which Step 5 of the advance planning procedure (paragraph 3.1.3) resolves
the interference problem through the implementation of mission-specific coordinated
operations procedures, the responsible Agency Operations Offices identified in Table 3.2
shall:

3.2.2

-

Establish general operations coordination procedures for the satellites networks
concerned, as required.

-

Establish mission-specific operations procedures with the framework of the
general operations coordination procedures as required.

-

Schedule mission operations support so as to minimize disruptive RFI.

-

Coordinate the resolution of immediate operations problems as necessary.

-

Notify its Agency Frequency Manager of major interference cases, the
circumstances involved, the action taken, and whether any additional action is
required.

Interfaces
The Agency interfaces for the execution of post-launch operations coordination are listed
in Table 3.2.

3.2.3

Operations Coordination Procedure
General operations coordination procedures by which Agencies concerned exchange
operational information for the resolution of possible and/or actual Radio Frequency
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Interference (RFI) problems will be developed, as required, by the offices identified in
Table 3.2.
The general operations coordination procedures may be complemented by missionspecific operations procedures, if required.
General and mission-specific operations coordination procedures do not form part of this
Manual.
TABLE 3.2
INTERFACES FOR POST-LAUNCH OPERATIONS COORDINATION
Agency:
Network:
Name of Contact:
Function:
Address:
Phone:
Fax:
Telex:

4.

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

These priority guidelines apply in the case of interference, actual or potential, involving space
missions of SFCG Member Agencies. They are meant as a tool for the treatment of interference cases
in the framework of the mission specific operations coordination procedure described in 3.2.3.

Priority 1 (Critical) – Interference events that jeopardize humans actively engaged in
space mission activity.
Priority 2 (Critical) – Interference events that jeopardize spacecraft safety, especially
during time of a declared spacecraft emergency.
Priority 3 (Critical) – Interference events that jeopardize the successful completion of
the mission objectives, i.e., objectives that are time-critical and can neither
be revoked nor re-scheduled.
Priority 4 (Semi-Critical) – Interference events that could jeopardize
scheduled
time-critical mission objectives having limited opportunities for rescheduling.
Priority 5
(Routine) – Interference events that jeopardize mandatory mission
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objectives with subsequent opportunities for re-scheduling.

5.

EXTENSION AND CANCELLATION OF FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT

The Agencies concerned will inform each other, at the earliest possible date of any:
-

Intended extension of the use of a frequency band beyond the previously scheduled
termination,

-

Predicted or unscheduled cancellation of a frequency assignment.

This information, which is vital to the orderly execution of advance planning phase and the
conscientious management of the limited frequency resources, shall be forwarded between the offices
identified in Table 3.1, Paragraph 3.1.2. It will also be duly reflected in the SFCG Satellite Data Base
entries for the spacecraft concerned.

6.

DATA SET SPECIFICATION FOR ADVANCE PLANNING OF FREQUENCY USE

The specification of the required Earth-to-Space, Space-to-Earth and Space-to-Space radio link data
set necessary to establish radio spectrum interference potentials are listed in this section.

6.1

Data Set for Preliminary Examination of Potential Interference (3.1.3 Step 2)
The data set for the preliminary examination of potential interference shall be supplied using
the format of the SFCG Satellite Data Base.

6.2

Data Set for Detailed Examination of Potential Interference
This data set shall be an expanded version of the one described in 6.1. Its contents shall be
defined by the offices defined in Table 3.1 on a case by case basis.

7.

REVISION AND AMENDMENT CONTROL

The SFCG Procedures Manual for Inter-Agency Frequency Coordination shall be subject to additions,
deletions and amendments, as the need arises, by agreement among SFCG Members. The authority
for revisions will rest with the SFCG.
The execution of the revision will rest with the Executive Secretary of the SFCG.
8.

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
-

ITU/Radio Regulations (current)
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-

Final Acts of most recent WRC

-

Radio Regulations Board: Rules of Procedure

-

Preface to Radiocommunication Bureau International Frequency Information Circular
(Space Services) (BR IFIC) (http://www.itu.int/ITU-R/space/preface/index.html)

-

SFCG Resolutions and Recommendations
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Annex 1

Flow Diagram of Advance Planning Phase
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STEP 1: Initial
Announcement
of Intended
Frequency
Assignments
Responsibility:
Agency A

Transmission of Information on Planned
Use of Frequencies and on Possible
Alternative Frequencies

STEP 2: Preliminary
Assessment
Examination of
Potential
Interference
Responsibility:
Agency B

Acknowledgement of Receipt of
Frequency Plans

One Week

Preliminary Assessment
Examination of Interference
Potential

No

Interference
Identified
?

As Early as Possible
(At Least 3 Years
Prior to Launch)

Approximately
One Month

Yes

A

Inform Agency A
Frequency Manager
And Flight Missions
Concerned

Inform Agency A
Frequency Manager
And Flight Missions
Concerned

End of Procedure

Figure 3.1 Advance Planning Phase
Flow Diagram (Sheet 1 of 4)
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A

STEP 3: Detailed
Examination of
Potential
Interferences
Responsibility:
Agency A and B

Interferor Agency
Furnishes Required Data
Set to Interferee Agency

One Month

Interference Agency
Performs Detailed
Examination

Two Months

Examination Results
Forwarded to Interferor
Agency for Concurrence

Yes

Interference
Acceptable
?

Acceptable Minor Interference
Or None Exists; No Further
Action Required

One Month

No
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Required
?

B

C
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Concerned

Figure 3.1 Advance Planning Phase
End of Procedures

Flow Diagram (Sheet 2 of 4)
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Note: Step 4 can be omitted when
Interference Tests/Simulations
are not necessary

STEP 4: Analysis and/or
Tests/Simulations
Responsibility:
Agency A and B

B

Agency A or B Requests
Specific Analyses and/or
Tests/Simulations

Two Weeks

Joint Execution of Agreed
Analyses and/or Tests/
Simulations

Interference
Acceptable
?

Yes

No

C
Verification of Mutual
Acceptance of Interference
Potential

Inform Agency
Frequency Managers
and Flight Missions
Concerned

End of Procedures

Figure 3.1 Advance Planning Phase
Flow Diagram (Sheet 3 of 4)
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C
STEP 5: Initiation of
Remedial Actions
Responsibility:
Agency A and B
Engineering
Work-Around
?

No

No

Operational
Work-Around
?

Inform Agency
Frequency Managers
and Flight Missions
Concerned
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Plan for, Execute, and
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Work-Around
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Mission-Specific Operations
Procedures
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and Flight Missions
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Concerned
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Figure 3.1 Advance Planning Phase
Flow Diagram (Sheet 4 of 4)
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Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A12-3R2
SFCG SILVER PIN AWARD FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

the desire of the SFCG to reward meritorious service with a symbolic recognition;

b)

the symbolism of the metallic element silver as a durable, hard-wearing material;

ACKNOWLEDGING
the generous gift from NASA of a number of Space Frequency Coordination Group lapel
pins in silver finish;
RESOLVES
1.

that at each of its annual meetings, one Silver Pin Award may be awarded to the
nominee who is judged to have provided meritorious service to the group;

2.

that each Silver Pin Award Holder may make, in writing with the appropriate supporting
reasons, one nomination for this award for consideration at the annual meeting;

3.

that such nominations shall be submitted to the Executive Secretary no later than three
weeks prior to the meeting at which they are to be considered;

4.

that the Executive Secretary shall prepare from the nominations received, a ballot listing
the name and supporting rationale concerning each nominee;
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5.

that the selection of the person who shall receive the award from among the nominees
shall be made by open ballot conducted among the existing cadre of Silver Pin holders
attending the current meeting;

6.

that a record of all holders of this award will be kept in the SFCG Handbook.
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Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A14-1R2
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBER AGENCIES
RELEVANT TO COMPOSITION OF THEIR DELEGATIONS
AT SFCG MEETINGS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the composition of delegations at SFCG meetings has generally been comprised
of representatives of space agencies, with fundamental interest in space science
services;

b)

that space agencies generally maintain centres of technical and operational excellence
from which expertise in current space science requirements and technologies may be
drawn;

c)

that in the past, space agencies occasionally have invited competent experts from
other disciplines;

d)

that a broader interpretation of the composition of delegations will be essential due to
dynamic changes in the telecommunications environment;

RECOGNIZING
a)

that much of the success of the SFCG has been based on the collegial interactions of
experts from the member agencies' centres of excellence, in establishing common
positions for the worldwide use of space science frequency allocations;

b)

that annual SFCG meetings are held at the invitation of an SFCG member agency and
that the financial burden on the host agency as well as on the SFCG Secretariat must
be kept within reasonable limits;

RESOLVES
1.

to encourage members to consider, when composing their delegations, the inclusion
of current technological and operational expertise in appropriate fields;

2.

to request heads of delegation to inform the SFCG Secretariat, in due time prior to the
registration deadline for an annual SFCG meeting, of the names of non-member
agency staff planning to attend the meeting (this does not apply to staff figuring in the
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official SFCG Members and Observers List);
INVITES
member agencies to exercise their rights in determining the composition of their
delegations to SFCG meetings, in order to fulfil their obligations towards enhancing
the performance and status of the SFCG as a competent and informal group,
FURTHER INVITES
member agencies to take into consideration Recognizing b) above when determining
the size of their delegation.
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Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A14-2R2
WORKING METHODS OF INTERSESSIONAL WORKING GROUPS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that Intersessional Working Groups (IWGs) may have the exceptional need to meet in
person in order to review the current status of work in progress, to exchange new ideas, and
to plan for future work actions;

b)

that travel to separately scheduled meetings for this purpose can be an expensive, and in
some cases unacceptable burden on the participants;

c)

that the annual meetings of the SFCG itself provide the commonality of location and date
that brings together the participants in these IWGs;

d)

that normally the work of an IWG can be accomplished by correspondence;

RESOLVES
1.

that IWGs accomplish their work predominantly by electronic means;

2.

that IWG members make use of the SFCG Web site to facilitate document exchange and
discussion as appropriate throughout the intersessional period;

3.

that IWG chairpersons report the status of the IWG’s work to the annual SFCG meeting;

4.

that the SFCG Secretariat provide a brief period of meeting time for each Intersessional
Working Group for organizing its work plan as needed, in connection with the annual
SFCG meeting;
__________________________________________________________________________
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5.

that in-person IWG meetings outside the annual SFCG meeting periods should be limited
to exceptional circumstances.

6.

that the final output of a IWG will be in the form of a report suitable for publication as
appropriate by SFCG.
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Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A19-1R7
SFCG MEETING INPUT DOCUMENTS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that a major purpose of SFCG meetings is to promote the open discussion and resolution
of spectrum management issues among representatives of international space agencies;

b)

that discussion and resolution of issues requires an understanding of agency’
requirements and positions and this is best accomplished by the exchanging of Discussion
Documents, described in Resolution SFCG A2-3, in advance of the meeting;

c)

that initiating inter-agency coordination requires the submission of Coordination
Documents, with similar characteristics of Discussion Documents, described in
Resolution SFCG A2-3;

d)

that SFCG meetings are generally held once each year and the amount of time available
for discussing and resolving each issue is necessarily limited;

e)

that delegates to an SFCG meeting must have sufficient time to read, understand, and
prepare their responses to positions advocated in Discussion and Coordination
Documents;

f)

that another major purpose of SFCG meetings is to provide for the efficient dissemination
of information among agencies on matters related to use of the RF spectrum;

g)

that such exchange of information can be accomplished efficiently with Information
Documents, described in Resolution SFCG A2-3, setting forth agency plans or providing
other relevant information;

h)

that the SFCG Web Site provides the most efficient electronic means of distributing
documentation to all members;

i)

that it is impractical to distribute documents by any other means,
___________________________________________________________________________
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RESOLVES
1. that agencies prepare and submit Discussion Documents only on matters in which they
have a material interest;
2. that Discussion Documents shall have all of the characteristics listed in Table 1;
3. that agencies prepare and submit Coordination Documents on the satellite missions for
which they require SFCG coordination to be initiated in accordance with the most recent
version of Resolution SFCG A12-1;
4. that papers not possessing all of the characteristics found in Table 1 with exception of
Coordination Documents shall be designated as Information Documents;
5. that electronic distribution via the SFCG Web Site is the prescribed method for
distributing SFCG documents;
6. that all input documents use the standard format given in the ANNEX;
7. that agencies shall inform the SFCG Executive Secretary and Secretariat of the title and
request a number for their documents well in advance of their submission to the SFCG
Web Coordinator;
8. that Discussion Documents to be placed on the SFCG Web Site shall be transmitted to
the SFCG Web Coordinator electronically, at least three (3) weeks prior to the first day of
an SFCG meeting;
9. that Coordination Documents to be placed on the SFCG Web Site shall be transmitted to
the SFCG Web Coordinator electronically, at least two (2) weeks prior to the first day of
an SFCG meeting;
10. that Information Documents to be placed on the SFCG Web Site shall be transmitted to
the SFCG Web Coordinator electronically, at least one (1) week prior to the first day of
an SFCG meeting;
11. that all documents to be placed on the SFCG Web Site shall be transmitted to the SFCG
Web Coordinator electronically, using any of the formats contained in Table 2, unless
such document contains a new or revised recommendation or resolution, for which only
an MS Word file format is acceptable;
12. that Information Documents received by the SFCG Web Coordinator after the deadline
be posted to the SFCG Web Site at the convenience of the Web Coordinator;
13. that the time limits set forth above do not apply to documents outside the control of the
SFCG, such as documents originating within the ITU, CEPT, CITEL, APT.
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NOTES
that the SFCG Web Coordinator has agreed to use his best efforts to place documents
received in a proper electronic format on the SFCG Web Site within two (2) days of receipt.

Table 1: Attributes Required to be Designated a Discussion Document
ATTRIBUTE
Relevancy
Action Specific
Justification

DEFINITION
Must relate to a matter acceptable for discussion at the SFCG meeting to which it is submitted.
Must request a specific action or modification of existing policy, or provide data needed for an action or
policy.
Must fully justify (technically or administratively) the specific action requested.

Table 2: Acceptable Formats and Application Programs for SFCG Documents
FORMAT / APPLICATION
PDF
MS Word, Powerpoint or Excel

DESCRIPTION
Portable Document Format (Adobe Acrobat Reader)
Microsoft Office software components
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ANNEX to RES SFCG A19-1R6
SFCG-XX
DD-DD Month, YYYY
City, State or Province, Country

SFXX-NN/D

MEMBER AGENCY OR ORGANIZATION
DOCUMENT TITLE IN 14 PT TIMES NEW ROMAN
(SFCG Agenda Item or Action Item reference, if applicable)
Abstract
This is a short one paragraph abstract of the purpose, objective and conclusions presented in
the input document. This text should be in 12 pt Times New Roman font or equivalent. The
document header text including document number should be in 12 pt Time New Roman
Bold. The Member Agency or Organization should be in 14 pt Times New Roman Bold and
Underlined. The Document TITLE should be in 14 pt Times New Roman Bold. The body
text of the document should be in a common 12 pt font.
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Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A21-1R4

ASSISTANCE IN THE ASSIGNMENT OF
FREQUENCIES TO DEEP SPACE MISSIONS (CATEGORY B)
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the proper assignment of frequencies to deep space probes (Category B missions)
is essential to mission success;

b)

that this assignment process demands the appropriate software tools, significant
expertise, and a complete knowledge of the existing and planned assignments to
Category B missions, as well as their technical parameters, trajectories, mission
timeframes, and planned events;

c)

that frequency selection by one agency for all deep space missions, including
frequencies for proximity links, would minimize the potential need for operational
coordination;

d)

that NASA/JPL has carried out successfully for many decades the task of frequency
assignment to NASA and some other space agencies’ deep space missions;

e)

that up-to-date information on launch and end of mission dates, spacecraft
trajectories, operational modes of the telecommunication links, and relevant link
parameters, including the measurements of unwanted emissions such as spurious
signals, is vital in conducting frequency channel selection studies and interference
analyses;

f)

that an increasing number of non-SFCG organizations, including commercial entities
and universities, are planning deep space missions, which will need to share
frequency bands utilized by SFCG Member Agencies;
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RECOGNISING
i)

the offer by NASA/JPL to assist SFCG Member Agencies, at their request,
with frequency assignment tasks for Category B missions;

ii)

that NASA/JPL may also assist non-SFCG Member Agencies, at their
request, with frequency assignment tasks for Category B missions;

RESOLVES
to accept the offer by NASA/JPL, and
ENCOURAGES
1. SFCG Member Agencies and non-SFCG organizations planning deep space
missions to take advantage of the assistance offered by NASA/JPL and to
provide current technical, operational and mission information, including
proximity links and measurements of unwanted emissions such as spurious
signals when available, and timely updates to facilitate frequency channel
selection studies and interference analysis;
2. SFCG Member Agencies that provide support for deep space missions of nonSFCG organizations to require those organizations to comply with all SFCG
Resolutions and Recommendations.
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Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A21-2R4
SFCG SATELLITE DATABASE (SSDB) UPDATE INFORMATION
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that it is important that SFCG maintain an up-to-date satellite database for frequency
planning and RFI analysis;

b)

that SFCG member spacecraft utilize radio and non-radio frequency electromagnetic
spectra for communication, TT&C and sensing;

c)

that data from non-SFCG member spacecraft containing ITU registered frequencies are
of interest;

d)

that the integrity of the SSDB, i.e., its completeness and the accuracy of its data, is of
utmost importance to render it a tool that can be reliably used by SFCG members for
making new assignments;

e)

that frequency assignments based on a lack of information can result in costly redesign or
in severe operational constraints on the satellite project concerned;

f)

that in accordance with the latest version of RES SFCG A12-1 final coordination request
can be considered initiated only when the requesting agency has entered the necessary
technical data in the SFCG database;

RESOLVES
1.

that member agencies update the database information on their spacecraft projects as
soon as it becomes available;

2.

that member agencies identify to the SFCG database account administrator all people
who will serve as agency contacts and who will be granted access privileges to the SFCG
database;
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3.

that member agencies supply current data on national non-SFCG member spacecraft in
the bands used by SFCG members whenever possible;

4.

that the information is incorporated into the SFCG database as soon as any information
becomes available, even if incomplete;

5.

that the information to be supplied is in accordance with the parameters listed in the
SFCG satellite database;

6.

that instructions on the use of the SFCG database are provided both on the SFCG website
(https://sfcgonline.org/) and on the SFCG database (http://cnts.gsfc.nasa.gov/sfcg/);

7.

to encourage its Member Agencies to use the procedure annexed to the latest version of
RES SFCG A12-1 for solving their inter-agency frequency coordination cases.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A23-1R1
SFCG MEMBER EMERITUS
The SFCG
CONSIDERING:
1.

that there may be mutual benefit in encouraging former long-term SFCG participants
to maintain an association with successor participants,

2.

that value is seen in enabling retired long-term SFCG participants to retain a social
cohesion with a view to voluntarily continuing an association with other current and
retired SFCG participants,

RECOGNIZING:
that the value of service by some members, in terms of years of participation and
quality of contributions, enhances the value of the work of the SFCG as a whole,
RESOLVES:
1.

that Member Emeritus status be awarded to those SFCG participants retired from
frequency management who, during their active service within SFCG, have
participated in at least 12 meetings,

2.

that Members Emeritus be entitled to:
a. have access to the restricted areas of the SFCG website (except the SFCG SSDB),
b. have their contact details listed on the SFCG website if they so desire,
in order to encourage voluntary association with other current and former
SFCG participants,
c. participate in the Annual Dinner, as invited guests subject to compliance with the
RSVP deadlines published by the host member,
d. inclusion in the distribution of correspondence related to forthcoming meeting
arrangements and other correspondence deemed appropriate by the Executive
Secretary to provide a means of enabling Members Emeritus to maintain a
currency of plans and activities.
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Resolution SFCG A24-1
ASSISTANCE IN THE ASSIGNMENT OF FREQUENCIES TO ACTIVE
REMOTE SENSING MISSIONS IN THE MARS REGION
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the proper assignment of frequencies to active remote sensing missions in the Mars
Region is essential to mission success;

b)

that the proper assignment of telecommunication frequencies to deep space probes
(Category B missions) is also essential to mission success;

c)

that this telecommunication frequency assignment process demands the appropriate
software tools, significant expertise, and a complete knowledge of the existing and
planned assignments to Category B missions, as well as their technical parameters,
trajectories, mission timeframes, and planned events;

d)

that NASA/JPL has carried out successfully for many decades the task of
telecommunication frequency assignment to NASA and some other space agencies’ deep
space missions;

e)

that concurrent active remote sensors and a regional communication network in the Mars
region may result in incompatible operations;

f)

that the compatibility assessment process between active remote sensing frequencies and
telecommunication frequencies in the Mars region benefits from the expertise available at
NASA/JPL.

RECOGNISING
the offer by NASA/JPL to assist SFCG Member Agencies, at their request, with
frequency assignment tasks for active remote sensing missions in the Mars Region;
______________________________________________________________________________
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RESOLVES
to accept the offer by NASA/JPL, and
ENCOURAGES
SFCG Member Agencies planning active remote sensing missions in the Mars Region to
take advantage of the assistance offered by NASA/JPL and to provide current technical,
operational and mission information and timely updates to facilitate frequency
coordination and interference analysis;
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Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A24-2
SFCG MEMBER RECOGNITION
The SFCG
CONSIDERING:
1.

the success of the SFCG has, to a great extent, been due to the contributions and hard
work of its dedicated membership;

2.

the continued strength and longevity of the SFCG is reliant on the ongoing dedication and
participation of its loyal membership;

3.

the value of consistent contribution to SFCG over a period of years warrants the issuance
of recognition commensurate with the level of participation.

RECOGNIZING:
the issuance of an appropriate award will not only serve as acknowledgement of service
to SFCG, but may also encourage further ongoing participation in support of the SFCG.
RESOLVES:
1.

that after participation in two consecutive meetings, members so qualifying be awarded
the SFCG Pin (gold);

2.

that after participation in twelve or more SFCG meetings, such members will qualify for
recognition, on retirement from frequency management, as a Member Emeritus in
accordance with the terms of Resolution SFCG A23-1;

3.

that special recognition for meritorious service to the SFCG by specific individuals be
provided through the awarding of a Silver Pin in accordance with Resolution SFCG
A12-3R1.
__________________________________________________________________________
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Resolution SFCG A26-1R7
LUNAR AND MARTIAN INTEROPERABILITY
AND SPECTRUM COORDINATION
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that its member agencies facilitate early understanding of present and future plans for
space systems and services and of other systems affecting these;

b)

that the following member agencies are envisaging or planning missions to the Moon or
Mars or both (Lunar/Martian missions):
ASA (Australia)
CNES (France)
CNSA (China)
CSIRO (Australia)
DLR (Germany)
ESA (Europe)
ISRO (India)
JAXA (Japan)
KARI (Republic of Korea)
MBRSC (UAE)
NASA (USA)
NASRDA (Nigeria)
ROSCOSMOS (Russia)
UKSA (United Kingdom)

c)

that other, as yet unidentified, space agency members of SFCG may undertake plans to
operate space missions in the vicinity of the Moon or Mars or both at a future date;
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d)

that because spacecraft will be clustered about or on these two bodies (Moon or Mars or
both), several spacecraft will lie simultaneously within the beamwidth of an Earth
station’s antenna;

e)

that Lunar and Martian communications relay satellites and surface elements from
multiple member agencies are likely to be in simultaneous operation either jointly or
independently;

f)

that since spacecraft can be independently controlled by those member space agencies, it
is likely that a multiplicity of spacecraft may be emitting simultaneously, and unless
these emissions are carefully controlled and spectrum usage is coordinated, interference
events are virtually certain;

g)

that existing operations of non-lunar/Martian missions, ground-based or space-based, may
be adversely affected by, or may adversely affect, the operations of lunar/Martian
missions;

h)

that it is essential for the identified SFCG member agencies to:
− identify spectrum requirements as envisioned by SFCG member agencies and
operational usage plans;
− evaluate whether the existing spectrum allocations are adequate;

i)

that an inter-governmental Lunar/Mars mission spectrum agreement was signed in 2006
between SFCG member agencies involved in such programs at this time;

CONSIDERING FURTHER
that ground network interoperability should be a top priority not only to reduce costs
during periods of network overloads, but also to facilitate back-up during emergencies;
RECOGNIZING
1)

that interoperability is paramount to the success, individually and collectively, of such an
extensive set of exploratory space missions;

2)

that the Interagency Operations Advisory Group (IOAG) was created in 1999 to facilitate
interoperability among international Space Agencies’ earth stations;

3)

that the Terms of Reference of the IOAG include providing a forum for identifying
common needs across multiple agencies for coordinating space communications policy,
high level procedures, technical interfaces, and other matters related to interoperability
and space communications;

4)

that, the IOAG is the preferred mechanism to address interoperability and provide
configuration management and maintenance of the Lunar/Mars Mission Models;

______________________________________________________________________________
27 July 2022
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5)

that, the SFCG is the preferred mechanism to provide configuration management for the
spectrum use plans for missions to the Moon and to Mars (to include analyzing updated
mission requirements in order to assess the adequacy of the spectrum plan in meeting the
mission requirements) and to take responsibility for spectrum coordination of specific
missions to the Moon and Mars;

NOTING
1.

that, due to the long time span (several decades) over which Lunar and Martian missions
will be conducted, an enduring organizational mechanism is needed to facilitate the
agreed SFCG responsibilities;

RESOLVES
1.

that the SFCG undertake future Spectrum Coordination among Lunar missions and
among Mars missions, while the IOAG continues to handle matters of interoperability for
those missions;

2.

that if new spectrum is needed to satisfy the envisioned spectrum requirements, the SFCG
should develop a plan for obtaining new allocations;

3.

that a Lunar/Martian Spectrum Group (LMSG) be created with Terms of Reference as
shown in the Annex to this Resolution;

4.

that LMSG Members shall be those chosen to represent member agencies having
envisioned or established plans for lunar/Martian missions;

5.

that meetings of the LMSG take place as needed to interface with and to support the
requirements of the IOAG, taking advantage of opportunities such as the annual SFCG
meeting;

6.

that an Observer from IOAG is encouraged to participate in meetings of the SFCG;

7.

that an SFCG member participate as an Observer in IOAG meetings;

8.

that Mrs C. Sham (NASA) is the chairman of the LMSG and the other member
agencies points of contact are:
ASA
CNSA
DLR
CSIRO
ESA

Alessandra Monerris Belda
Tan Wei
Ralf Ewald
Kevin Knights
Maite Arza

______________________________________________________________________________
27 July 2022
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ISRO
JAXA
ROSCOSMOS
CNES
NASA
NASRDA
KARI
UAE
UKSA

P.V. Kumaramohan
Masashi Shirakura
Anton Stepanov
Jean Luc Issler
Dennis Lee
Benjamin Ayatunji
Sangil Ahn
Sara Ahmed Al Maeeni
Mike Willis

______________________________________________________________________________
27 July 2022
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ANNEX
Lunar/Martian Spectrum Group (LMSG)
Terms of Reference
1. Enable and conduct spectrum pre-coordination to ensure interference free operations for
Lunar and Martian missions, including in-situ links.
2. Develop, validate, and maintain the following spectrum products based upon the new
Lunar/Mars communications services requirements:
a. Lunar/Mars Spectrum Plans addressing the following functions :
(1)
Telemetry
(2)
Telecommand
(3)
Tracking
(4)
Science data return
(5)
In-situ links
(6)
Cross-links
(7)
Navigation
(8)
Remote sensing (including differential VLBI);
b. Assessments of individual mission data rate/ bandwidth requirements.
3. Manage configuration for the Lunar/Mars Spectrum Plans and maintain these plans as
current on the SFCG website.
4. Develop coordination methods for use among affected SFCG member agencies.
5. Develop and provide a mechanism for seeking regular periodic updates of the
requirements of all space agencies with plans for Lunar and/or Martian robotic and/or
human exploration missions.
6. Provide a report on the work of the LMSG to the SFCG at its annual meeting.

______________________________________________________________________________
27 July 2022
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Resolution SFCG A30-1
ASSISTANCE IN THE ASSIGNMENT OF CDMA CODES TO DATA
RELAY SATELLITE MISSIONS IN THE 2 GHZ BANDS (2025-2110
MHz AND 2200-2290 MHz)
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the proper assignment of CDMA codes to Data Relay Satellite (DRS) missions in
the 2 GHz bands is essential to mission success;

b)

that CCSDS has developed a new set of CDMA codes for 2 GHz DRS users, which is
based on, but different from, the current Space Network Interoperability Panel (SNIP)
code set;

c)

that this assignment process demands the appropriate software tools, significant
expertise, and a complete knowledge of the existing and planned assignments to DRS
missions, as well as their technical parameters, trajectories, mission timeframes, and
planned events;

d)

that NASA/GSFC has carried out successfully for many decades the task of CDMA
code assignment to NASA and some other space agencies’ DRS missions;

e)

that up-to-date information on launch and end of mission dates, spacecraft orbits,
operational modes of the telecommunication links, and relevant link parameters is
vital in conducting CDMA code selection studies;

RECOGNISING
the offer by NASA/GSFC to assist SFCG Member Agencies, at their request, with the
assignment from the new set of CDMA codes for DRS missions;
RESOLVES
to accept the offer by NASA/GSFC; and
___________________________________________________________________________
15 July, 2010
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ENCOURAGES
SFCG Member Agencies planning DRS missions to take advantage of the assistance
offered by NASA/GSFC. Member Agencies can provide current relevant technical,
operational and mission information and timely updates to facilitate CDMA code
selection studies by filling out the “CDMA Code Request Form” available on the
SFCG website at www.sfcgonline.org/Resources. The sample form is contained in
Annex.

___________________________________________________________________________
15 July, 2010
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SPACE FREQUENCY COORDINATION GROUP
CDMA Code Request Form
To:

From:

cdma-request@listserv.gsfc.nasa.gov

Name:
Address:
Telephone:

Fax:

E-Mail:

Agency:

Spacecraft Information
Name:
Launch Date:
Estimated EOL Date
Coherent or non-coherent
return link
Desired Number of CDMA
Codes

Frequencies for each Code:

Date:

To be Completed by NASA/GSFC Spectrum Management office Only (Initials ______)

Assigned CDMA Codes:

Space Frequency
Coordination Group

Resolution SFCG A30-2
SFCG WEBSITE
The SFCG
CONSIDERING:
1.

the success of the SFCG is dependent upon the contributions of its members to each
meeting;

2.

that there is great value in maintaining SFCG documentation on a website dedicated
to the work and objectives of the SFCG organization;

3.

that such a website is the most efficient means for members to collaborate and
exchange information related to the mission of the SFCG.

RECOGNIZING:
that NASA has graciously offered to host the SFCG Website and maintain this site for
the benefit of all SFCG members
RESOLVES:
1.

that the website domain sfcgonline.org be maintained for the url of the SFCG
Website;

2.

that a duly appointed SFCG Web Coordinator manage the website for the SFCG
membership;

3.

that the SFCG Web Coordinator be responsible for posting input document to the
SFCG Website in accordance with the most recent version of Resolution SFCG
A19-1;

4.

that the SFCG Web Coordinator, in cooperation with the SFCG Executive Secretary,
post all output documents, including meeting minutes, Action Items, Resolutions,
Recommendations, Reports and Decisions to the SFCG Website within a reasonable
time period after the completion of each SFCG meeting;

5.

that access to documents internal to the workings of the SFCG such as meeting input
documents, meeting minutes (including provisional recommendations) and Action
Items be restricted to SFCG members.

_________________________________________________________________________
15 July, 2010
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Resolution SFCG A32-1
INTER-MEMBER COOPERATION IN RESOLVING INTERFERENCE
TO EESS (PASSIVE) AND EESS (ACTIVE) OPERATIONS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that primary allocations have been made to various active radiocommunication services in
bands adjacent, nearby, or within bands allocated to the Earth exploration-satellite service
(EESS) (passive) and EESS (active);

b)

that emissions, either necessary or unwanted, originating from transmitters operating
within the borders of the administration of one SFCG member may cause unacceptable
interference to an EESS (passive) or EESS (active) mission operated by another SFCG
member;

c)

that the necessary or unwanted emissions referred to in b) may not be in accordance with
the ITU Radio Regulations and ITU-R Recommendations;

d)

that the enforcement of the ITU Radio Regulations requires that the affected administration
notify the administration from where the interference, described in CONSIDERING b) and
c), originates and request that the matter be investigated and resolved;

e)

that some administrations act upon reports of interference only when having been notified
of such by the ITU, while some other administrations will act upon reports of interference
received directly from other administrations without involvement of the ITU;

f)

that the processes for initiating enforcement, investigation, and resolution of interference
varies between administrations;

g)

that upon receipt of a report of interference, an administration will usually require that the
impacted party provide its receiver characteristics;

h)

that, when possible, all available information pertaining to the characteristics and location
of the interference source should be provided;

20 June 2012
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i)

that SFCG members are typically knowledgeable regarding the processes, described in d),
within their own administrations, however, these same members are typically not
knowledgeable about the implementation of these processes in other administrations;

NOTING
a)

that a major purpose of SFCG meetings is to promote the open discussion and resolution of
spectrum management issues among representatives of SFCG member agencies;

b)

the data generated by EESS (active) and EESS (passive) missions is of benefit to all
administrations including those where the emissions described in CONSIDERING b) and
c), originate;

c)

that the experience of an SFCG member from the administration where emissions,
described in CONSIDERING b) and c), originate would facilitate the efforts of the affected
SFCG member endeavoring to address these emissions in the manner described in
CONSIDERING d);

RESOLVES
1.

that SFCG Members experiencing unacceptable interference to either their active or passive
sensors operations from emissions originating from another SFCG Member’s
administration may contact the Delegation Coordinator of that SFCG Member, as identified
by the on-line SFCG membership list, for assistance;

2.

that once contacted, the SFCG Member contacted will assist, to the extent possible, in
addressing the problem within their own administration.
__________________

20 June 2012
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Resolution SFCG A34-1
SFCG OBSERVERS
The SFCG
CONSIDERING:
1.

that the success of the SFCG has been enhanced by the contributions and advice of
various observers who are not eligible to become SFCG Members;

2.

that such observers have been informally participating in the SFCG for many years;

3.

that observers may provide specific/time sensitive expertise;

RECOGNIZING:
that the ITU-R/SG7, CCSDS, CEOS, CGMS, EUMETNET, IEEE GRSS, IOAG,
IUCAF, WMO, and ITWG TOVS/ATOVS are already identified as SFCG Observers in
the SFCG Handbook ,
RESOLVES:
1.

that SFCG Observers may attend and participate in discussions at SFCG meetings;

2.

that SFCG Observers may provide technical information to the SFCG in their
respective areas of expertise in the form of documents for information, discussion or
coordination for consideration by SFCG Members;

3.

that SFCG Observers may contribute to the development of output documents that may
be considered for approval by SFCG Members;

4.

that SFCG Observers may comment on output documents proposed by SFCG
Members, but the final decision on these documents is taken by SFCG Members only;

11 June, 2014
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5.

that the SFCG may invite additional SFCG Observers with the approval of the SFCG
Members.

6.

That the SFCG may review the list of Observers as appropriate;

11 June, 2014
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Resolution SFCG A35-1
INTER-AGENCY COORDINATION OF EESS (ACTIVE)
OPERATIONS FOR PROTECTION OF RNSS RECEIVERS
OPERATING IN THE 1 215-1 300 MHZ FREQUENCY BAND
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the RNSS (space-to-Earth) and (space-to-space) is allocated on a primary basis in
the 1 215-1 300 MHz frequency band,

b)

that, in regards to the RNSS, EESS (active) is allocated on a secondary basis in the
1 215 – 1 260 MHz band segment and on a primary basis in the 1 260 – 1 300 MHz
band segment,

c)

that in the 1 215 – 1 300 MHz band the EESS (active) operations are subject to the
limitations of RR Nos. 5.332 (for the band segment 1215-1260 MHz) and 5.335A (for
the band segment 1260-1300 MHz),

d)

that aggregate interference effects are difficult to resolve under the coordination
procedures defined in the ITU Radio Regulations, which are based on bilateral
discussions,

e)

that all EESS (active) operators, both current and future, are expected to be members of
the SFCG and, therefore, the SFCG can provide an effective forum to address
protection of RNSS from potential aggregate radio frequency interference (RFI) from
EESS (active) sensors,

f)

that information on the proposed EESS (active) sensor operations will facilitate the
development of contributions by SFCG members seeking to examine the impact of the
simultaneous illumination on RNSS receivers,

g)

that successful discussion among EESS (active) operators to protect RNSS receivers
from potential aggregate RFI from EESS (active) sensors will reduce the risk of EESS
(active) operators from having to cease sensor transmissions found to cause interference
to RNSS receivers,

h)

that nevertheless the provisions of Article 9 of the Radio Regulations provide the formal
coordination mechanism to be used between administrations when applicable;

4 August, 2015
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NOTING
a)

that Recommendation ITU-R RS.1347 recommends that sharing be considered feasible
between RNSS and EESS SAR operations in the band segment 1 215 – 1 260 MHz and
although a revision of this recommendation has been undertaken, it is not known with
certainty what will appear in its recommends,

b)

that Recommendation ITU-R M.2030 and Report ITU-R M.2220 provide information
that can be used in the assessment of the potential aggregate radio frequency
interference by EESS (active) systems into RNSS receivers,

c)

that Report ITU-R M.2305 provides results of a simultaneous illumination impingement
study focusing on two EESS (active) systems,

d)

that the RNSS operators are concerned regarding the potential aggregate interference
into RNSS receivers from multiple EESS (active) sensors;

RESOLVES
1.

that SFCG members planning to operate EESS (active) sensors in the 1 215-1 300 MHz
frequency band submit its technical information in the form of the Annex to this
Resolution to the SFCG meeting at least eighteen (18) months in advance of their
planned bringing into use,

2.

that the SFCG members identified in resolves 1 should also provide information on the
parameters of their sensors’ operation, as described in the Annex, to the other SFCG
members who operate EESS (active) sensors in the 1 215-1 300 MHz frequency band,

3.

that the SFCG members identified in resolves 1 and 2 provide contributions to the
SFCG for the purpose of assessing the aggregate interference due to simultaneous
illumination of RNSS receivers from multiple EESS (active) sensors resulting from the
proposed operations of the SFCG member identified in resolves 1 in combination with
the existing operations of the SFCG members identified in resolves 2,

4.

that the SFCG members indicated in resolves 1 and 2 take all actions necessary to
protect RNSS receivers from aggregate interference,

5.

that the results of the actions taken in accordance with resolves 3 may be used, where
relevant, by the administration of an SFCG member identified in resolves 1 for the
purposes of discussions, including coordination discussions under Article 9 of the Radio
Regulations.
__________________

4 August, 2015
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Annex
Relevant EESS (active) sensor parameters necessary for studies concerning the
potential interference into RNSS from multiple EESS (active) sensors

Note: If the EESS sensor employs multiple modes of operation, parameters need to be
provided for each mode.
Table 1
GENERAL EESS SENSOR
PARAMETERS
Sensor type
Orbit Parameters:
Type of orbit

Altitude, km
Inclination, deg
Ascending/Descending Node LST

Eccentricity

Repeat period, days

Sensor Antenna Parameters:
Polarization

Azimuth scan rate, rpm
(Scatterometers)
Antenna beam look angle, deg

Antenna beam azimuth angle, deg

4 August, 2015

Reference

Notes

SAR or Scatterometer
Such as: circular or elliptical, sunsynchronous (SSO) or non-sunsynchronous (NSS)
The height above the mean sea level
Angle between the equator and the
plane of the orbit
The local solar time (LST) of the
ascending or descending node, as
applicable, is that local solar time for
which the ascending/descending orbit
of the spacecraft crosses the equator
The ratio of the distance between the
foci of the (elliptical) orbit to the
length of the major axis
The time for the footprint of the
antenna beam to return to
(approximately) the same geographic
location. This is alternately known as
the revisit time of the sensor.
Specification of linear (H or V) or
circular polarization (RHCP or
LHCP).
The azimuth scan rate is the number
of 360 degree revolutions per minute
that the antenna scans in azimuth.
The antenna beam look angle, α, is
the angle between the antenna
boresight axis and nadir, sometimes
called the off-nadir pointing angle.
Some systems provide instead the
information of the incident angle, i.
They are the angle α and i, as shown
in Fig. 1.
The antenna beam azimuth angle is

Page 3 of 6

In case that orbits other than sunsynchronous orbit is planned,
appropriate orbit information to
determine the relative satellite
positions should be provided.

In case that EESS(active) sensors has
no rotating function, this information is
not mandatory.

Off-axis angle with respect to subsatellite direction. In case of steerable
beam, the range should be provided.

In case of steerable in azimuth

REC SFCG A35-1

the angle between the antenna
boresight axis and velocity vector in
the plane defined by the velocity
vector and the negative orbit normal
vector. (see Figure 2)
Sensor antenna pattern

direction, the range should be
provided.

Antenna gain as a function of off-axis
angle.

Antenna radiation pattern with which
potential excess area of the power level
of -129 dBW (NOTE) on the Earth’s
surface can be identified.

The RF center frequency is that
frequency about which the bandwidth
of the transmitted signal is centered.

In case that frequency hopping or
switching frequency functions are
implemented, such information should
also be noted.

Transmit Pulse Parameters:
RF Center Frequency, MHz

RF Bandwidth, MHz (chirp-width)

The RF bandwidth is the -3 dB
bandwidth of the transmitted signal.
Occupied bandwidth should be
For compatibility analysis, this is also
provided.
typically used as the receiver
bandwidth.
Transmit Pk pwr, W
The transmit peak power is the peak
power of the envelope of the
transmitted waveform.
..
The pulsewidth is the half power
NOTE
duration of the transmitted pulse.
Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF), The pulse repetition frequency is the
Hz
frequency of the transmitted pulse
NOTE
waveforms.
Transmit duty cycle, %
The transmit duty cycle is the product
of the transmitted pulsewidth and
NOTE
the pulse repetition frequency.
NOTE: If a modulation other than Linear Frequency Modulation (LFM) is used then that modulation should be
provided.

4 August, 2015
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FIGURE 1
Scanning configuration

4 August, 2015
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FIGURE 2
Plane defined by Velocity Vector and Negative Orbit Normal Vector

4 August, 2015
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Resolution SFCG A36-1R1
APPLICATION OF SFCG RECOMMENDATIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
TO SPACE SCIENCE MISSIONS OPERATED BY NON-SFCG
ORGANIZATIONS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that efficient sharing and utilization of radio frequency spectrum is essential to avoid
interference and ensure mission success;

b)

that the SFCG has established a set of Recommendations and Resolutions which provide
guidelines for efficient spectrum management;

c)

that these Recommendations and Resolutions have been proven effective over time in
promoting sharing and efficient utilization of these frequency bands among space
agencies;

d)

that an increasing number of non-SFCG organizations, including commercial companies
and universities, are planning missions, which will need to use space science frequency
bands utilized by SFCG Member Agencies;

e)

that compliance with SFCG Recommendations and Resolutions by all parties, SFCG and
non-SFCG Members alike, would enhance sharing of the spectrum and reduce the
potential for interference;

NOTING
that it may be economically advantageous for some non-SFCG organizations to require
ground networks or data relay services provided by SFCG Member Agencies;

__________________________________________________________________________
13 September, 2017
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RESOLVES
1)

that SFCG Member Agencies take all practicable steps to inform non-SFCG
organizations, planning on using space science frequency bands, about applicable
SFCG Recommendations and Resolutions, and to encourage compliance whenever
possible;

2)

that as a condition of any type of mission support by SFCG Member Agencies, those
agencies require the missions of non-SFCG organizations to comply with the relevant
SFCG Recommendations and Resolutions;

3)

that SFCG Member Agencies inform the SFCG at the annual meeting when they
provide support to, or become aware of, missions from non-SFCG organizations
using space science frequency bands.

__________________________________________________________________________
13 September, 2017
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Resolution SFCG A36-2R1
REPORTING OF RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE TO EARTH
EXPLORATION-SATELLITE SERVICE (PASSIVE) SENSORS
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)
that primary allocations have been made to various active radiocommunication services
in bands adjacent, nearby, or within bands allocated to the Earth exploration-satellite
service (EESS) (passive);
b)
that emissions, either necessary or unwanted, originating from transmitters may cause
unacceptable interference to an EESS (passive) mission operated by an SFCG member;
c)
that the necessary or unwanted emissions referred to in b) may not be in accordance with
the ITU Radio Regulations and ITU-R Recommendations;
d)

e)

f)
g)

h)

i)

that the enforcement of the ITU Radio Regulations requires that the affected
administration notify the administration from where the interference, described in
CONSIDERING b) and c), originates and request that the matter be investigated and
resolved;
that, in particular, harmful interference is experienced in frequency bands identified
under RR No. 5.340 which prohibits all emissions in the bands identified in that
footnote;
that the interference experienced by EESS (passive) sensors typically originates from
terrestrially based emitters on the earth or aeronautical station emissions;
that recent microwave images derived from the operation of EESS (passive) sensors have
shown an increasing number of events where the retrieved data are corrupted by
interference;
that instances of harmful interference that have occurred to EESS (passive) operations
have been underreported both to the administration of the country from which the
interference originates and to the ITU-R BR;
that administrations and the ITU-R BR consider the relative few number of harmful RFI
reports by EESS (passive) operators to be an indication that RFI is not a problem to EESS
(passive) operations;

30 August, 2018
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RECOGNIZING
a)
that, according to the Constitution and Convention of the ITU, one purpose of the ITU is
to coordinate efforts to eliminate harmful interference;
b)
that Resolution 673 (Rev.WRC-12) on “The importance of Earth observation
radiocommunication applications” urges administrations to take into account Earth
observation radio-frequency requirements and in particular protection of the Earth
observation systems in the related frequency bands;
c)
that RR Article 15 and in particular its provisions No. 15.21 (section on Reports on
Infringements) and Nos. 15.22-15.46 (section on Procedure in case of harmful
interference) are applicable in cases of harmful interference;
d)
that full particulars relating to harmful interference shall, whenever possible, be given in
the form indicated in Appendix 10 of the Radio Regulations;
e)
that Appendix 10 states that sufficient information shall be provided to the administration
receiving the report of interference so that an appropriate investigation can be conducted;
f)
that, in addition to the RR provisions identified in recognizing c) and d), the ITU-R
Recommendation RS.2106-0 provides in its Annex a form that should be used to report
cases of harmful interference received by EESS (passive) sensors to the Administrations
having jurisdiction over the transmitting stations which are causing the interference.
g)

that Resolution SFCG A32-1 resolves:
1.
that SFCG Members experiencing unacceptable interference to either their active or
passive sensors operations from emissions originating from another SFCG Member’s
administration may contact the Delegation Coordinator of that SFCG Member, as
identified by the on-line SFCG membership list, for assistance;
2.

that once contacted, the SFCG Member contacted will assist, to the extent possible, in
addressing the problem within their own administration.

RESOLVES
1

that SFCG members with EESS (passive) operations will take all practicable steps in
reporting encountered instances of harmful interference to their notifying administration
seeking resolution of the RFI cases from the administration of the country from which the
interference originates;

2
SFCG members should use the RFI reporting form referenced in recognising f) when
reporting such cases of RFI through its notifying administration to the administration
with jurisdiction over the transmitting stations which are causing the interference and to
the ITU-R BR for information and possible assistance, as appropriate,;
3

that SFCG members report such instances in the form of an input document to the next
SFCG meeting.

30 August, 2018
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Resolution SFCG A40-1
ASSISTANCE IN THE ASSIGNMENT OF
FREQUENCIES TO MISSIONS IN THE LUNAR REGION
The SFCG,
CONSIDERING
a)

that the proper assignment of frequencies to missions intended to operate in the lunar region
is essential to mission success;

b)

that this assignment process demands the appropriate software tools, significant expertise,
and a complete knowledge of the existing and planned assignments to lunar-region
missions, as well as their technical parameters, trajectories, mission timeframes, and
planned events;

c)

that the frequency assignment process needs to take into account interference with lunar
missions as well as other near-Earth missions sharing the same spectrum;

d)

that interference analysis and frequency selection by one agency for all lunar missions,
including frequencies for proximity links, would minimize the potential need for
operational coordination;

e)

that up-to-date information on launch and end of mission dates, spacecraft trajectories,
operational modes of the telecommunication links, and relevant link parameters, including
the measurements of unwanted emissions such as spurious signals, is vital in conducting

14 February, 2022
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frequency selection studies and interference analyses;
f)

that an increasing number of non-SFCG organizations, including commercial entities and
scientific organizations, are planning lunar missions, which will need to share frequency
bands utilized by SFCG Member Agencies;

g)

that inter-agency frequency coordination with other member agencies, after the lunar
frequency assignment process is completed, should be the responsibility of the SFCG
Member Agency advocating for the new lunar mission as part of the inter-agency frequency
coordination procedures per Resolution SFCG A12-1;

h)

that any remaining frequency coordination required with non-SFCG organization missions
operating in the same frequency bands after the SFCG lunar frequency assignment process
is completed should be performed by the concerned SFCG Member Agencies bi-laterally
with the sponsoring SFCG Member Agency per Resolution SFCG A12-1;

NOTING
a)

that Recommendation SFCG 32-2 addresses communication and positioning, navigation
and timing (PNT) frequencies and Recommendation SFCG 29-2 addresses frequency
assignment guidelines for active remote sensing in the lunar region covered by this
Resolution 1;

b)

that the lunar frequency assignment and interference analysis assistance to SFCG
member agencies missions covered by this Resolution is considered a pre-coordination of
a system which is addressed by RESOLVES 3 of Resolution SFCG A12-1 and precoordination of Lunar missions as noted by 1 in ANNEX of Resolution SFCG A26-1;

c)

that per RESOLVES 1) of Resolution SFCG A36-1, SFCG Member Agencies take all
practicable steps to inform non-SFCG organizations, planning on using space science
frequency bands, about applicable SFCG Recommendations and Resolutions, and to
encourage compliance whenever possible;

d)

that per RESOLVES 2) of Resolution SFCG A36-1, as a condition of any type of mission
support by SFCG Member Agencies, those agencies require the lunar missions of nonSFCG organizations to comply with all SFCG Recommendations and Resolutions
relevant to the operation of lunar missions;

e)

that, according to Resolution SFCG A10-1, a waiver from application of particular SFCG

Use of amateur radio frequency allocations included in Recommendation 32-2 should continue to be coordinated
through the International Amateur Radio Union (IARU)

1

14 February, 2022
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Recommendations shall be granted in exceptional cases with sufficient rationale for
missions fully or partially funded by an SFCG Member Agency;
RECOGNISING
i)

the offer by NASA to assist SFCG Member Agencies, at their request, with frequency
assignments for lunar missions, taking into consideration records from both the SFCG
database and the lunar mission data set;

ii)

that NASA may also assist non-SFCG organizations, at their request, with interference
analysis and frequency assignment tasks for lunar missions, taking into consideration
records from both the SFCG database and lunar mission data provided through the Lunar
Spectrum Management Portal (LMSP);

RESOLVES
to accept the offer by NASA to provide assistance with the selection of frequency
assignments to SFCG Member Agencies 2 and non-SFCG organizations for lunar missions
compatible with SFCG Resolutions and Recommendations and other SFCG coordinated
lunar missions, and
ENCOURAGES
1.

SFCG Member Agencies and non-SFCG organizations planning lunar missions to take
advantage of the assistance offered by NASA during the initial formulation phase or as
early as possible during the planning phase, and to provide current technical, operational
and mission information and timely updates to facilitate frequency selection studies and
interference analysis;

2.

SFCG Member Agencies, when using assets provided by non-SFCG organizations, to
comply with relevant SFCG Resolutions and Recommendations for the operation of the
SFCG Member Agency lunar missions;

3.

SFCG Member Agencies, when using assets provided by non-SFCG organizations, to
submit an SFCG waiver request with rationale for situations where a non-compliance
with SFCG Recommendations is identified, consistent with RES A10-1.

2

Including SFCG Member Agency sponsored lunar missions
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